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1.For promote the student scholarly research atmospheres of the Graduate Institute of Mathematics 

and Science Education, College of Teacher, National Chiayi University establishes the state-run 
Jiayi University Normal school mathematical education graduate student scholarly research 
reward main point (to hereafter refer to as this main point) especially.  

2. this main point funds origin: The graduate student works part-time and studies part-time the prize, 
the stipend scholarship. Third, object, the project, the stipulation and the specified amount this 
main point reward are as follows:  

(1) object: This institute in study all graduate student.  
(2) project: The periodical or the meeting paper publish the reward.  
(3) stipulated: Of according to rank of periodical of paper or the meeting paper publication gives the 

bounty in the semester.  
①periodical paper aspect, so long as receives chief editor to issue after due investigation accepts 

the letter officially, then regards as the publication.  
②paper of the publication must for the first author, and do not result in the reward for the 

translation work beginning.  
③the seminar paper must wait the first author to arrive personally the publication, only then may 

regard as accepts.  
④ rank and reward amount: 

a. the first level of/8000 Yuan: Periodical or the country branch the overseas SSCI meet the 
support and help to handle International Journal of Science and Mathematics Education (i.e. 
IJSME).  

b. the second level of/5000 Yuan: Periodical and normal university journal of scientific culture 
journal, the TSSCI (scientific culture class).  

c. the third level of/2500 Yuan: Various universities it “journal”; Has home of mathematical 
education or the education class periodical the review mechanism, for example scientific 
culture monthly publication, scientific culture research and development, scientific culture 
(clear normal university) and so on; Or publishes in the overseas seminar.  

d. the fourth level of/1500 Yuan: The home holds in the seminar the oral publication.  
e. the fifth level of/1000 Yuan: Domestic paper competition, lesson plan competition, or 

teaching work competition prize.  
f. the sixth level of/500 Yuan: The home holds in the seminar the wall newspaper demonstration. 

(4) specified amount: Each school year regards the funds origin the abundant degree to 
schedule may rank and the population the reward; But rank and the population the reward, 
examine committee member by this institute research reward to decide conference in the 
opening. 



4. examination of for the execution reward, establishes this institute scholarly research reward Jury 
especially; The committee all teacher is composed of the institute, manager for certainly 
committee member concurrently convener. The committee must have 1/2 above committee 
member to attend the beginning to begin discussion, attends committee member above 2/3 to 
agree that the beginning results in the resolution.  

5. every meets the application condition, in principle the periodical paper is obtaining accepts the 
letter, the seminar paper to hold and to publish the latter week officially in the conference, then 
encloses the correlation data to hand in the application; But has the special effectiveness to 
result in the special case to hand in the application, this committee will regard the funds ample 
degree to decide whether to receive should the special case application.  

6. like the funds insufficient have compete the phenomenon, holds the conference by the research 
reward Jury, schedules the examination means that to applies for all papers to carry on the 
examination again. Finally depends on the examination result again, the evaluation reward order 
of priority.  

7. above the completely item, had not decided by this institute scholarly research reward Jury 
conference.  

8. this main point after this institute office affairs conference after implements, when revision also 
with.  

 


